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On Pseudogapping: Some Curious properties of a Curious Ellipsis Phenomenon
Howard Lasnik
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(1) John will select me, and Bill will you
(2) Mary hasn't dated Bill, but she has a Harry [Sag (1976)]
(3) This ellipsis phenomenon displays some properties of Gapping (there is a right side remnant) alongside some properties of VP-ellipsis (there is a finite auxiliary).

(a) Mary hasn't dated Bill, but Susan has
(b) Mary hasn't dated Bill, but Susan, Harry

(4) a Bill ate the peaches and Harry did the grapes
b Bill ate the peaches and Harry will the grapes [Jackendoff (1971)]
(5) (¢) John reviewed the play and Mary did the book [Lappin (1991)]
(6) (?) If you don't believe me, you will see the weatherman
b (?) I rolled up a newspaper, and Lynn did a magazine
(c) ?Kathy likes astronomy, but she doesn't e meteorology [Levin (1978)]
(7) a ?You probably just feel relieved, but I do a jubilant
b ?Nona sounded annoyed, and Sue did a frustrated
(c) *These leeks taste terrible. *Your steak will a better.

(8) a John talked about linguistics and Mary will the book [Lappin (1991)]
(9) Hiram oogled the same girl that Aaron had [Bouton (1970)]
(10) "In such sentences...the entire verb phrase is not deleted, but only the verb oogled"
(11) ...the same girl [Op [that [Aaron had a §]]]
(12) Dulles suspected [wv wv everyone wv who wv, Angleton did [wv wv §]] [Lappin (1992)]
(13) More than just the verb can be deleted:
(14) The DA proved Jones guilty and the Assistant DA will prove Smith guilty.
(15) ?John gave Bill a lot of money, and Mary will give Susan a lot of money.
(16) If we reject an ellipsis rule affecting a discontinuous portion of the structure, we will want to consider the possibility that Pseudogapping constructions result from VP ellipsis, with the remnant having moved out of the VP by some rule.

(17) Jayaseelan (1990) presents just such an analysis, with the movement rule being Heavy NP Shift.
(18) ?John gave Bill a lot of money, and Mary will give Susan a lot of money.
(19) *John gave Bill a lot of money [the fund for the preservation of VOS languages]
(20) *John gave Bill a lot of money and Mary will give Bill a lot of money.
(21) John gave Bill $ yesterday [more money than he had ever seen]
(22) In all the acceptable examples the remnant is accusative: either the direct object in a simple transitive construction, or the first object in a double object construction, or an exceptionally Case marked subject of a complement. This suggests raising to Spec of Agr as the alternative to NNS.

(23) The DA proved Jones guilty and the Assistant DA will prove Smith guilty.

(24) If LF copying can peer into the LF derivation (a possibility discussed by Hornstein (1994)), then potentially there is a stage where the accusative NP has raised but the V has not yet raised:

(25) 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{Agr_e} \\
\text{Smith} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{Agr_v} \\
\text{\vdots} \\
\text{S.C.} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(prove)} \\
\text{NP} \\
\text{(guilty)} \\
\text{t} \\
\end{array}
\]

(26) Smith was arraigned and Smith was arraigned too.
(27) You have to sign onto it [the printer] like you do on the terminal [Levin (1979/1986)]
(28) The best cases of objects of prepositions as remnants "...are likely those whose preposition forms a constituent with the verb rather than the following NP."
(29) The terminal must be signed onto
(30) *Signed onto yesterday the terminal in the computer lab
(31) a ?John spoke to Bill and Mary should Susan
b Bill was spoken to by John
(32) a ?John talked about linguistics and Mary will philosophy
b Linguistics was talked about by John
(33) a *John swam beside Bill and Mary did Susan
b Bill was swam beside by John
(34) a *John stood near Bill and Mary should Susan
b *Bill was stood near by John
(35) a John took advantage of by Bill and Mary will Susan
b Bill was taken advantage of by John
(36) a *John spoke to yesterday the man he met at the beach
b *John talked about yesterday the man he met at the beach
c *John took advantage of yesterday the man he met at the beach
d *John swam beside yesterday the man he met at the beach
e *John stood near yesterday the man he met at the beach
(37) A technical problem: on the theory of LF movement advocated by Chomsky (1995b), and further defended by Lasnik (1995a, b), the necessary structure for LF copying would not be created. On that theory, since movement is invariably triggered by the need for formal features to be checked, all else equal only formal features move. When movement is overt (triggered by a strong feature), PF requirements demand that an entire constituent move, via a sort of pied piping. However, when movement is covert, PF requirements are irrelevant so economy dictates that movement not be of the entire constituent, but just of the formal features. It is very difficult to see how covert raising of (the formal features of) accusative NP to Spec of Agr, could possibly create the appropriate ellipsis licensing configuration.
(39) *Bill the peaches ate

(40) If accusative NP raises overtly, then the accusative checking V must also raise overtly to a still higher position, given the word order of English. Koizumi's specific proposal, which he calls the split VP hypothesis, is that V raises to a higher 'shell' V position, as shown in (41):

(43) A note in passing that if the licensing configuration is created prior to the LF/PF split, then ellipsis could just as easily be a PF deletion phenomenon, the sort of analysis of ellipsis consistently advocated by Chomsky, as in Chomsky (1995a,b), or, much earlier, in a 1971 lecture cited by Wasow (1972), where, according to Wasow, Chomsky "suggests that VP deletion and Sluicing can be formulated as very late rules which delete unstressed strings."

(44) In Lasnik (1995a, b) I offer several arguments for a Koizumi-type approach, and I suggest that the NP raising is driven by an 'EPP' feature that resides in Agr0. Further, following Chomsky, I assume that Agr0 and Agr1 are really the same category, the distinction merely mnemonic. Overt object shift and overt subject shift are then the same phenomenon: satisfaction of the EPP.

(45) Mary hasn't dated Bill, but she has Harry. *She has Harry dated.

(46) Suppose that the strong feature driving V raising is a feature of the V that raises (rather than of the position it raises to). (I suggest that it is the O-feature that will be checked against the subject.) Now suppose, following Chomsky (1993) but contra Chomsky (1995a), that an unchecked strong feature is an ill-formed PF object. Then we correctly derive the result that deletion of a category containing an item with an unchecked strong feature salvages the derivation. The portion of the structure that would have caused a PF crash is literally gone at that level:

(49) *Bill the peaches ate
Mary gave Susan a lot of money, and John will give Bill a lot of money.

Mary gave Bill a lot of money, and John will give Bill a lot of advice.

If the first object begins higher than the second, relativized minimality will guarantee that the first object remains higher. The consequence of this is that there could not be a VP (or any other constituent) to delete which includes the first object but excludes the second.

Mary gave Susan a lot of money, and John will give Bill a lot of advice.

For Jayaseelan (but not for us), this follows from a "Double Adjunction Constraint" on HNPS.

A late confession: even the 'good' Pseudogapping examples are marginal.

My PF deletion analysis, coupled with the Chomsky (1993) position that a strong feature not overtly checked causes a PF crash, explains why Pseudogapping is possible at all. The unchecked strong feature of the V that fails to raise is remedied by deletion of the VP containing that V.

Chomsky (1995a), though, replaced the PF crash analysis of strong features with an LF analysis, proposing that unless a strong feature "is checked before Spell-Out it will cause the derivation to crash at LF."

What if the proposals of Chomsky (1993) and Chomsky (1995a) are both correct. Then a strong feature that is not checked in overt syntax will cause the derivation to crash at both PF and LF. A standard EPP violation will fall under this analysis, as well a sentence in which a verb fails to raise overtly, yet survives to the level of PF.

When a constituent containing the verb is deleted (as in Pseudogapping), the PF violation is avoided, but the LF violation persists. What do we expect the status of such a violation to be?

(*) You read what

You wonder you read what

Mary gave Susan a lot of money, and John will give Bill a lot of advice.

Mary gave Susan a lot of advice, and John will give Bill a lot of money.

Crazy constraint: VP ellipsis is prohibited if VP has lost its head.

I saw someone. Who did you see? Who? Who did?

Sluicing (i.e., IP ellipsis) is prohibited if IP has lost its head. So maybe XP ellipsis is prohibited if XP has lost its head.

But...

Q: Salaxt et ha-yeladim le- bet-ha-sefer [Doron (1990)]
   you-seat Acc the kids to school
   "Did you send the kids to school?"

A: Salaxti I sent
   "I did"

But...

Q: A Martas deu um livro ao João? Sim, deu. [Martins (1994)]
   the Martha gave a book to-the John yes gave
   "Did Martha give a book to John? Yes, she did."
(74) Q: At choir tu iateach air [McCloskey (1994)]
    INTELL COME put (PAST) you in on it
    "Did you apply for it?"

    A: Choir
    put [PAST]
    "Yes."

(75) Returning now to the Bouton/Lappin suggestion about ACD, in the terms
    of the present paper, the wh-trace is regarded as a right remnant,
    having escaped deletion by raising out of the VP.

(76) John [saw everyone [Op [you did [v e]]]]
    [saw everyone [Op [you did [v e e]]]]

(77) Hornstein (1994) offers what appears to be a radically different
    account (even though Hornstein, like Lappin, is concerned to present
    an alternative to the classic QR account of May (1985)). What
    Hornstein proposes is that raising to Spec of Agr is the process
    moving the object out of the VP, hence moving the null VP contained
    inside that VP out of its antecedent. But given the hypothesis that
    HNFS involves raising to Spec of Agr, Hornstein's proposal can now
    be seen as quite similar to Lappin's.

(78) And on the face of it, both proposals successfully address a problem,
    originally pointed out by Nygaard and Swart (1991), for QR-based
    approaches.

(79) Dulles suspected everyone Angleton did
(80) *Dulles suspected everyone Philby, who Angleton did [May (1985)]
(81) Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did not
(82) *Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did not
(83) Dulles suspected Philby, who Angleton did as well [Me2 (1991)]
(84) *Dulles spoke to Philby, who Angleton did not
(85) *Dulles talked to Philby, who Angleton did not
(86) *John stood advantage of Bill, who Mary did not
(87) John stood near Bill, who Mary did not
(88) *John stood near Bill, who Mary did as well
(89) *John stood near everyone Bill did
(90) *John saw beside Bill, who Mary did not
(91) John saw beside everyone Mary did
(92) *John showed Bill, who Mary did as well, the new teacher
(93) *John showed Bill the new teacher, who Mary did as well
(94) *But...
(95) *John stood near Bill, who Mary did as well
(96) *John saw beside Bill, who Mary did as well
(97) John saw beside everyone Mary did
(98) *John showed Bill the new teacher, who Mary did as well
(99) John showed Bill everyone Mary did

Even the double object asymmetry found in Pseudogapping is approximately
paralleled in the ACD constructions under consideration:

(100) This state of affairs strongly supports the claim of Fiengo and May
    (1992) that while Pseudogapping is the sole process responsible for
    appositive ACD, such is not the case for restrictive ACD.
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